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Abstract 

Music in television commercials may seem like a subtle, unnoticeable part of an 

ad. Some articles suggest that music in commercials is purely for the viewer’s enjoyment, 

while others claim that it serves a more meaningful purpose. The argument becomes 

increasingly significant as spending in advertising increases and the mediums for 

advertising evolve. This research uses qualitative methods, including a focus group and a 

survey, to review the importance of music in advertising and what music adds to a 

television commercial. The results of the focus group and the survey did not line up 

exactly as expected. Some portions heeded the same results, while other aspects had 

different responses. The research did, however, lead to the conclusion that music serves 

several important purposes in television commercials. 
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How Music in Television Impacts the Consumer and Product Sales 

Television commercials are rarely silent, and different types of music can resonate 

with consumers in varying ways.  Some songs or jingles may only skim the surface of 

potential customers, while others are memorable and impact the consumer more deeply. 

Music choice in advertisements can, in turn, greatly affect the success of the product or 

service being promoted.  As live television viewership decreases so does the viewership 

for television commercials.  This means that advertisers and the producers that develop 

their commercials must use every possible factor to make an impression on the consumer. 

  Music gives advertisers not only the ability to create a scene or a story in a commercial, 

but also a tactic to make it memorable for the viewer.  While some advertising 

professionals argue that music in advertisements only serve the importance of viewer 

enjoyment, studies have found music in advertising can impact the consumer in a variety 

of ways. 

Our research posed the following question: How do different types of music in 

television commercials impact the consumer and product sales?  This research was 

conducted in a qualitative manner, with the two main strategies being a focus group and 

an online survey.  Before developing actual questions, a summary of question concepts 

was written (See Appendix A).  These tactics served as an appropriate way to understand 

the consumer’s attitudes and values on music and television, as well as their emotions 

toward the topic.  This research can lead to further developments in music selection for 

television commercials.  It can also give insight into which types of music impact the 

consumer the most, and which will serve the greatest purpose in increasing sales. 
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Method 

Focus Group 

 Participants. 

 Participants for our focus group consisted of eight students randomly selected 

from our CAP 115 class by Professor De Meyer.  Each person varied in class standings, 

from sophomores to sixth year students, all with majors in the communications field of 

study. 

 Procedure.  

 We had a moderator ask open-ended questions to give each student a chance to 

discuss their thoughts regarding music in advertisements and to have a discussion among 

each other.  This Moderator’s Guide is highlighted in Appendix B.  During the focus 

group, we played six songs that were in advertisements shown on TV and asked if each 

participant knew what brand/product the song was for. 

Survey 

 Participants.  

 For the survey we targeted students in the School of Communications at Grand 

Valley State University (See Appendix C). 

 Procedure. 

 We sent out an electronic survey via email for students to take.  The survey was 

produced and results were analyzed on SurveyMonkey.com.  An invitation for this survey 

was sent out via email along with the link to the survey (Appendix D).  The questions 

were sorted by most general to most specific.  We used ten closed-ended questions 

regarding music in advertising (See Appendix E). 
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Results  

The results of the survey and the focus group were somewhat inconclusive, as a 

few of our results between the two were contradictory.  All participants, both for the 

survey and focus group, were students at Grand Valley State University.  Participation 

was completely voluntary, and all participants were informed of the purpose of the study. 

Focus Group 

The eight participants in the focus group were aged 19-24. For a transcript of the 

focus group discussion, please see Appendix F.  Two out of eight participants favorite 

music genre was rock.  Two out of eight participants like country music.  Four out of 

eight participants like all music genres.  Participants that chose specific music genres said 

it was their favorite because it reminds them of summer, their parents, or they are just 

used to that genre.  Participants identified with those genres because of the music itself 

and not the specific artist. 

Most participants watch videos and shows on the Internet because they are busy 

with school and do not have time to watch TV.  The low amount of commercials on the 

Internet did not influence their decision to watch shows or videos using that medium.  

Although, commercials that are on the Internet are bothersome to the participants because 

they do not expect them to be there.  Some commercials play over and over, which 

annoys the participants.  

The participants agree that music is an important part of a commercial because it 

sets the tone and lets you know what the commercial is about; it lets you know how to 

feel.  Music can make a commercial intense and capture the attention of our participants.  

If a commercial did not have music in it our participants agreed that it would be boring.  
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Majority of the participants agreed that if there is a song in a commercial they are 

familiar with then it brings more attention to it.  One participant disagreed, because he 

enjoys searching for songs he is not familiar with.  The participants prefer music with 

lyrics rather than customized jingles in commercials.  They remember the jingles at times 

because it gets stuck in their heads.  Our participants are more likely to remember a 

commercial if it has their preferred type of music in it.  They go back and watch it again 

or show the commercial to other people.  

After playing a series of songs and jingles that have been featured in commercials, 

participants were asked to identify those songs with a particular brand or product.  Most 

participants were able to identify which product or brand fit each song.  They agreed that 

it is worth the added cost to have a musician featured in the commercial depending on 

what the commercial is for. 

Survey 

 The survey was sent out via email on the GVSU Blackboard site. It was sent to 

only students within the School of Communications.  Of the students that were sent the 

survey invitation, 69 people responded.  All respondents identified in the age range of 17-

25.  The survey contained 10 questions and took approximately 10 minutes to complete. 

 The survey found that most respondents watch 2-5 hours of television per week 

(42.65%).  An overwhelming 84.06% use a commercial free streaming service, such as 

Netflix.  When asked to select a favorite genre of music, there was no one answer that 

stood above the rest.  The categories included in the answer options were country, rock, 

classical, pop, and alternative.  Alternative music was the most popular among 

participants, closely followed by pop and country music. 
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 Next, the survey moved onto more advertising focused questions.  When asked if 

commercials ever influence their purchase intent, a majority of respondents said that 

commercials sometimes influenced their purchase intent.  All respondents agreed that 

music in television commercials was neutral, somewhat important, or very important.  

The responses to the purpose of music in a television commercial were much more 

divided.  56% said that the music is meant to help you remember the product or brand, 

52% said it sets the scene, 23% said it is meant to entertain you, and the remaining 

respondents cited “other,” referring to emotional connection.  Most respondents preferred 

real songs as opposed to jingles (76.81%) and 88.41% said that they were more likely to 

remember a commercial if it contained a popular song.  When asked what helped them to 

remember a commercial the most, participants were divided between content and music. 

Discussion 

 The results of the survey and the focus group led to the support of the original 

hypothesis: Music in television commercials does have an impact on consumers.  The 

focus group and the survey respondents agreed that music in television commercials 

plays an important part in the success of the commercial.  This was especially evidenced 

by the focus group’s ability to recall commercials, products, and brands from only a song 

within the commercial.  The focus group participants and survey respondents did, 

however, have different reasons as to why music is important, and how it affects the 

consumer.  After developing themes and metathemes of both research methods, a 

cognitive map was developed using Photoshop (Appendix G). 

 The focus group thought that the main purpose of music in television commercials 

was letting the viewer know how to feel.  The focus group was very different, being 
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dividing between setting the scene and trying to impact brand remembrance.  We were 

surprised to find that the focus group did not think popular songs or preferred genres had 

a bigger impact on them, while survey respondents said that it did.  Both groups agreed 

on our main hypothesis, that music in television commercials has an important impact on 

the consumer, sales, and brand remembrance.  Not only did we ask about this importance, 

but we also performed an experiment on brand remembrance.  The results of this mini-

experiment were the most significant in proving that music helps with brand and product 

recognition. 

 There were a couple implications that may have influenced this research.  All 

participants in both the focus group and the survey were students at Grand Valley State 

University.  Although the participants were divided in gender, the demographic was only 

young adults (under the age of 25).  This may have impacted the results significantly, as 

other generations may have responded differently.  The participants were also only from 

the School of Communications.  Because many of them are studying advertising, they 

may have been more likely to say that music is important in television commercials.  If 

the research were to be done again, the results would be more reliable with a larger 

demographic and a more varied population. 

 This research only studied music in television commercials.  Further research 

could be done on other areas of advertising, such as Internet and radio.  These studies 

would most likely heed the same results, that music in television commercials does have 

an impact on the consumer. 
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Appendix A 

Question Concepts 

For the online survey we will be using specification question and structural 

questions. We will be using specification questions because they are open-ended and 

allow you to lay the foundation of what our questions are about and get the participants 

feelings about the subject. We will use questions such as, “What are some reasons that 

you are drawn to certain advertisements?” We will also be using structural questions 

because they are even more in-depth than specification questions. These questions will be 

useful for an online survey because they are in-depth but can be conveyed via a survey.  

For the focus group we will primarily be using word association questions. This 

will allow us to get accurate first-response answers to our questions. Some word-

associations we will use will be brand and music association questions.  
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Appendix B 

Discussion Guide 

I. Introduction and Warm-Up 

A. Welcome and thank you for participating. The purpose of this focus group is to 

help us learn about your attitude and reactions to music in advertising, specifically 

television commercials. 

B. We appreciate and value your responses and opinions and we would appreciate if 

everyone would participate. Your names will be kept confidential and your 

information will be used to write a report on this topic. We would like to record 

this, does anyone object to this? 

a. Hand out compliance form 

C. My role as the moderator is to keep the discussion moving, help probe questions, 

and bring out thoughts and opinions. 

D. As participants, please do not talk at the same time, address each other and not me 

and please be truthful in your answers.  

II. Personal Info 

A. Please introduce yourselves and tell us a little bit about yourself. 

           Probe: major, year, interests  

III. Discussion 

A. Do you watch videos/shows more often on television or the Internet?  

Probe: Why do you choose this medium more often? 

B. Do you feel that music plays an important part in television commercials? 

 Probe: Why? Makes it more interesting? More attention catching? 
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C. Do you prefer commercials that feature today’s hits or customized jingles? 

 Probe: ex: Allstate jingle vs. real songs 

 Probe: Is it more relatable when it’s a song you know? 

D. Do you think you are more likely to remember a commercial if it has your 

preferred type of music? 

 Probe: Why? Do you go back and watch it? Do you show people?  

E. We are now going to play a series of songs and jingles. What brands, if any, do 

you associate with the following songs? 

Play selected list of songs and record responses. 

IV. Summary 

A. Confirm understanding of group comments and overall perspective  

a. Participants must agree with moderator 

B. We are almost up for time, would anyone like to add to the discussion? 

Probe: final thoughts, conclusions? 

C. Thank you for participating. 

Additional Questions: 

Which song did you identify with the most? Why? 

Which commercial/product do you identify with the most? Why? 

Do you think that these are related in any way? 

Cost of adding music to commercial 

Having musician in commercial 
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Appendix C 

Target Population Definition and Recruitment Plan  

For our primary research we will be targeting students in the School of 

Communications at Grand Valley State University. These students will be; 23 students 

from CAP 105-01, 22 students from CAP 105-05, 32 students from CAP 115-01, 29 

students from CAP 210-06, 32 students from COM 101-10, 32 students from COM 101-

13, 25 students from COM 215-04, 25 students from COM 202-02, 30 students from 

COM 295-03, 32 students from COM 300-02, and 29 students from COM 375-03. We 

will be sending these students an electronic survey via email for them to take. 
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Appendix D 

Survey Invitation 

Hello! You have been chosen to participate in a survey concerning music in 

advertising, specifically television commercials. You do not have to participate, as it is 

completely voluntary. Your responses will be kept completely confidential and used only 

for a research project in CAP 115. Please answer the questionnaire truthfully. We 

appreciate your participation. If you have any questions or concerns about the survey 

please feel free to contact Allison Kochanowski at kochanoa@mail.gvsu.edu, Samantha 

McKenna at mckensam@mail.gvsu.edu or Rachael Vogt at vogtr@mail.gvsu.edu 
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Appendix E 

Questionnaire 

1. What is your age? 
a. 17-25 
b. 26-35 
c. 36-45 
d. 46-55 

 
2. How many hours of television do you watch per week? 
a. 1 hour or less 
b. 2-5 hours 
c. 5-10 hours 
d. 10 + 

 
3. Do you use Netflix or another program that features commercial free streaming? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

 
4. What genre of music do you prefer? 
a. Country 
b. Rock 
c. Classical 
d. Pop 
e. Alternative 

 
5. How often do commercials affect your desire to buy a product? 
a. Always 
b. Almost always 
c. Sometimes 
d. Almost never 
e. Never 

 
6. How important do you think music in commercials is? 
a. Very important 
b. Somewhat important 
c. Neutral 
d. Somewhat unimportant 
e. Not important 

 
7. What do you think the main purpose of music in television commercials is? 
a. To set the scene for the commercial 
b. To get you to remember the product 
c. To entertain you 
d. Other (Please specify below) 
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8. Do you prefer customized jingles or real songs in commercials?  

a. Customized jingles 
b. Real songs 

 
9. Do you find yourself remembering commercials more based on content or 

music? 
a. Content 
b. Music 

 
1. Do you think you are more likely to remember a commercial if it contains 

a popular song? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
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Appendix F 

Focus Group Results 

Moderator: So, we’re going to go around and just introduce ourselves just say your 

major and year and your favorite genre of music. 

Girl: My name is Allison I am a junior, Public Administration major and Advertising and 

Public Relations minor. My favorite music is rock. 

Girl: I’m Tawny. I’m a writing major, I’m a junior and I like bits of every music. 

Boy: I’m Spencer, I’m 24 I’m a 6th year super senior. I’m studying Advertising and my 

favorite music is anything that is not top 40. 

Girl: I’m McKenna. I’m a sophomore I’m 19 I’m a Communications major and 

Advertising minor. I listen to pretty much everything but mostly country. 

Girl: I’m Emily. I’m a junior, Communication major Advertising and Public Relations 

Minor. I like all genres, it depends on my mood. 

Girl: I’m Amber, I’m 19 I’m a Marketing Major and an Advertising minor and I really 

like country. 

Girl: I’m Madalyn. I’m a sophomore and an Advertising and Public Relations major and I 

like classic rock. 

Girl: I’m Danielle. I am a Communications major, 21. I love music. I love old stuff but I 

love all genres. 

Moderator: For those who chose a specific genre instead of a little bit of everything 

why would you say that you like that genre the most? 

Girl: I kind of go with older music because my Mom used to listen to 104.3 on the east 

side, the oldies station. So I’m just used to it. 
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Girl: I said country because whenever I listen to it, it makes me feel like summer, 

windows down. It just gives me that feeling. 

Moderator: Do you think you identify with those genres because of the artist or 

the music itself? 

Girl: The music. 

Girl: The music. 

Moderator: Do you watch videos and shows more often on the television or the 

Internet? 

Girl: I’d say the Internet recently because I’m busy with school so I can’t sit down and 

watch at certain times on the TV. 

Girl: I agree. 

Girl: I don’t really ever watch TV because I don’t have time. 

Boy: I don’t watch any television shows for the most part and if I do it’s going to by all 

on my laptop. 

Moderator: Do you think that the fact that there are fewer commercials on the 

Internet has anything to do with that?  Or do you think it’s strictly about your 

timeframe and when you have time to watch. 

Girl: I think generally it’s about time frame but it’s convenient that they don’t have 

commercials because of time. Makes it shorter. 

Moderator: Do you find Internet commercials as annoying as TV commercials? 

Girl: I think its more annoying on the internet because I don’t expect it because I have 

Netflix but I think its less annoying on the TV because you expect there to be 

commercials. 
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Girl: Some shows that I’ve watched on the Internet, like on AMC, it will play the same 

commercial over and over between every break so that gets annoying. 

Moderator: Do you feel that music plays an important part in television 

commercials? 

Girl: Definitely. 

Boy: Yes. 

Moderator: What makes music an important part to a commercial? 

Girl: It kinds of sets the tone and lets you know what the commercial is about; it lets you 

know how to feel. 

Girl: Music can make a commercial intense and capture your attention well. 

Moderator: Do you think music makes a commercial more attention grabbing? Do 

you think it would change the commercial at all if it didn’t have music? 

Girl: It would be really boring without music. 

Girl: I think the music brings it all together. It sets the mood. 

Girl: I feel like especially a song you know, it brings more attention to it. 

Boy: See, I like the songs I don’t know. I love searching for them. I have an entire 

YouTube library of commercial songs. I love figuring out what song is playing. 

Moderator: Do you think you identify with commercials with song you do or don’t 

know? 

Girl: I like the ones I do know better. 

Moderator: Do you think your remember those ones better? 

Girl: I don’t know if it necessarily sways my opinion because you end up seeing the 

commercial so many times that you end up knowing the song. 
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Moderator: Do you prefer commercials that feature todays hits or customized 

jingles? 

Girl: I don’t like the customized jingles that much. 

Moderator: Do you remember it more if it has customized jingles? Or does it not 

make a difference? 

Girl: I remember it more because it gets stuck in my head. 

Girl: I’ve seen ones where they have their own words to a popular song but it goes with 

their brand. I think those are kind of funny. 

Moderator: Are there any customized jingles that stick out in your mind? 

Girl: The Sarah McLachlan one. That’s brutal and I have to change it. Sometimes I think 

its good if you don’t know the song because some songs make me think of things other 

than the commercial. So I don’t like if I know the song. 

Moderator: Does that affect the ability to relate if you don’t know the song? 

Girl: It doesn’t really matter. 

Moderator: Are you more likely to remember a commercial if it has your preferred 

type of music? Do you go back and watch/show people that commercial? 

Boy: Yes. 

Girl: Yes. 

Girl: Yes. 

Moderator: We’re going to play a series of songs and jingles. Please say what 

brand/product it is for. 

* Play Kit-Kat Bar Song * 

Moderator: Did you guys all know it? 
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Everyone: Yes 

Girl: I can picture the commercial. 

* Play Kia Soul Commercial * 

Girl: I think they used that for several? 

Moderator: Do you think when people use popular songs and multiple companies 

use it, it affects brand awareness? 

Girl: I would say yes. 

Girl: Yes. 

Moderator: Do you think you are less likely to want to buy a product if the song 

was used in more than one commercial? 

Girl: Not necessarily. 

Girl: I would not, not buy the product but I wouldn’t watch the advertisement because the 

song gets old and annoying. 

Girl: If one ad is better than the other you’re always going to think of the better one. 

*Play Apple Commercial * 

Boy: Apple 

        * 1 person recognized brand * 

        * 5 remembered song not commercial * 

Moderator: Are there any songs you can think of off the top of your head that 

make you think of a specific commercial? 

Girl: Volkswagen Beetle commercial it was Black Betty and every time I hear the song I 

think of the commercial. 

Girl: I remember Hayden Panettiere’s Cotton commercials. 
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* Play ASPCA Commercial * 

* All knew brand and song * 

Girl: I automatically change the channel when I hear that song. 

Moderator: Does that turn you off to the brand? 

Girl: I think they did an effective job. 

Girl: It’s really an emotional appeal. 

Moderator: SNL did a spin off of the commercial. Do you think that when someone 

makes fun of a commercial it negatively affects the brand or doesn’t have an 

impact? 

Girl: Any publicity is good. 

Girl: If I don’t know what they’re making fun of specifically I’ll look up the commercial. 

Boy: You can attack a person or product with a spoof. 

Girl: I don’t think it affects a product. 

* Play Wendy’s Commercial * 

* 5 out of 8 recognized Wendy’s * 

* Play Wendy’s Commercial * 

        * 3 out of 8 recognized Wendy’s * 

Moderator: Do you like the way they’re using music in this? 

Girl: I think some of them but I find the Wendy’s ones annoying. 

Moderator: Which did you like better between the two? 

        * 5 preferred first Wendy’s song * 

        * 3 preferred second Wendy’s song * 

Moderator: Why do you think that you like one or the other for Wendy’s? 
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Girl: The first one was more creative. It was a made up song instead of rewriting a song. 

Girl: I can just picture the second one more and its so dramatic I can remember it. 

Moderator: Out of all the ones we listened to which did you identify with the 

most? 

Girl: The ASPCA one 

Girl: Yeah the ASPCA one 

Moderator: How many people recognized each song? 

        * First song: 2 * 

        * Second song: 1 * 

        * Third song: 6 * 

        * Fourth song: 7 * 

        * Fifth song: 2 * 

        * Sixth song: 0 * 

Moderator: Do you think it is better to have the musician in the commercial or 

does it not make a difference? 

Boy: To me it’s annoying because they’re just trying to sell records. I know U2 does a lot 

of Apple commercials, get over yourself. 

Girl: I would agree with that. 

Moderator: Would you say it’s not worth adding in the cost of having that person 

in that commercial? 

Boy: It depends on the commercial. It usually ends up that you’re sell both the brand and 

the person. 
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Moderator: Is it worth the added cost of having a more popular song in your 

commercial? 

Girl: I think so. 

Moderator: Does it help people recognize the brand more? 

Girl: If the song is catchy. 

Girl: I think it has to do more with if it represents your brand/product and what the 

commercial is trying to get across. 

Girl: I like it when they go together better. 

Girl: I like when it sets the scene. 
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Appendix G 

Cognitive Map 

(Please see following one page) 
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